PIONEER DDJ-1000

THE NEW REKORDBOX DJ
EXPERIENCE
Make the most of rekordbox dj’s enhanced new features with our dedicated 4-channel DJ
controller. Featuring the professional layout inherited from the flagship NXS2 models, it’s
the portable, compact solution for performing at parties and events. The DDJ-1000
features all-new high definition LCD screens on each jog wheel, allowing you to keep
your eyes intuitively on the deck.
Fluidly select tracks you didn’t consider compatible thanks to rekordbox dj’s new Related
Tracks feature. Bring creative flair to performances with 14 Beat FX - including four new
versions - and instantly trigger Hot Cues, Loops and more with the 16 multi-coloured
Performance Pads.

KEY FEATURES
•

JOG DISPLAY
Customisable colour LCD On Jog Display screens are located in the centre of each jog
wheel. Reveal only the information you need. Whether that’s BPM, waveform,
playback position or Hot Cue and Loop points..

•

CLUB-STYLE LAYOUT
Transitioning to this DJ controller is a breeze thanks to the familiar jog-wheels and
layout, inherited from the club-standard CDJ and DJM flagship equipment. As a result,
using rekordbox dj with the DDJ-1000 feels the same as playing from USB drives with
a NXS2 set-up.

•

IMPROVED MAGVEL FADER
Highly durable for more than 10 million movements, the new MAGVEL FADER makes
intricate performances feel easy. Plus, the refined software processing of the jog wheel
and crossfader significantly reduces latency, so scratching feels more intuitive than
ever.

•

BRAND NEW FX
Add texture to your sets with four new Beat FX, entitled Enigma Jet, Mobius Saw,
Mobius Triangle and Low Cut Echo, along with 10 of the most popular Beat FX from
the DJM-series mixers. The DDJ-1000 ¬also features four Sound Color FX from the
DJM-series mixers - Pitch, Filter, Dub Echo and Noise.

•

PERFORMANCE PADS
Hit the 16 back-lit rubber Performance Pads to trigger Hot Cues, Pad FX, Beat Jump,
Sampler, Keyboard Mode, Beat Loop and Key Shift at a touch.
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